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About This Game

10000000 is a Dungeon Crawling Puzzle RPG Matching Game. Run the dungeon, match tiles and run for as long as you can

- Monsters blocking your way? Match swords and staves to take down pixel art Orcs, Dragons and Elementals

- Can't see a match? Dig into your backpack for items. How about casting a magic spell that changes all the tiles on the puzzle
board, or eating some food to give yourself an energy boost.

- Battle getting too tough? Use the loot you found to go back to the Blacksmith and Armorer to upgrade your gear to epic status

“Freedom costs 10 million. I’m half-hoping I never make it” – Kotaku

- It's an RPG too! - Each dungeon and monster fight gives you experience to spend on new skills at at the trainer

- Upgrade your castle - Matching stone and wood lets you bring it back home to upgrade your castle

“It’s damned good.” – Pocket Tactics
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- Brew potions to make yourself stronger, or if you are feeling brave, drink potions that make the monsters and chests harder but
increase your score.

- Roguelike difficulty - It's hard to reach 10000000 but keep replaying the dungeon and you'll get stronger and stronger every
run

- And while you do it, zone out with some retro music and pixel art
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Title: 10,000,000
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
EightyEightGames
Publisher:
EightyEightGames
Release Date: 15 Jan, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP

Processor:Core2Duo

Memory:1 GB RAM

Graphics:Any 3D capable card

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:50 MB HD space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Good game, won’t say great as it’s not there yet. Game physics I love it. Graphics still not up to what UE4 can do. Track looks
old school... bad textures for track and rough. Does not look like modern graphics. ambient occlusion no good. 3D models not
good for track.

After finishing moto3 taking all pole and all wins, still getting offers from grid last team is stupid. Even when I finished moto2
all pole and all wins, all I get is offer from Aprilia and crap teams. Not realistic.

Bike settings not so fine tunable. Traction control needs more settings. St least 8 where as it’s only 3. Wheele control not present.
Fuel Map not present and still calling it a sim is funny.

Pro mod is what I game with and I need more settings to fine tune and mess with.

Game is good but it’s a one time deal. It’s not as good as it should be. I would not recommend if you are looking for immersion.
Feels so dead.
. Funny game. Different gameplay from mini games.. Loved it! It was awesome to see the story of Jett and Bolt play out after
playing through the original SC2VN. I this this a great prequel and really enjoyed all of the characters. Lots of funny moments
as well, and the interactive game scenes were a cool addition! Great job!. I think these games have actually gotten worse over
the course of the series. To start with, this is Alien Breed 3. THREE. It's the THIRD game in the series, yet it uses the exact
same engine as the first, as well as the exact same textures, exact same enemies (with a few additions), exact same guns (with 1
addition), exact same sounds, exact same level design, exact same atmosphere, exact same controls and gameplay mechanics,
and exact same fetch quests. While the first one was mediocre, it's inexcusable that they didn't attempt to make ANY minor
improvements by the third freakin' game.

The entirety of this game is fetch quests. Run here, activate door terminal, but oops power is out, run to power terminal, but
oops there's flooding, run to flood control terminal, but oops it's blocked by fire, run to fire terminal, but oops it's blocked by
debris. Run and find demolition charges, run back and blow up debris, run back and activate fire terminal, run back and activate
flood control terminal, run back and activate power terminal, and finally run back and activate door terminal, all while fighting
off tiny clusters of ridiculously weak enemies who serve only to nip at your heels while you try to complete objectives.

It is utterly ridiculous, entirely tedious, and completely predictable. Monsters pop out of the floor when you activate a terminal,
search a container, or pick up an item (all which require you hold down a button for several seconds), but generally just one or
two enemies appear at a time, which does not do anything other than require you to stop searching, kill them, and start searching
again. Often multiple times.

Monsters are insanely weak, and do not pose anything remotely resembling a challenge. You can complete literally the entire
game other than boss fights with the ultra-accurate pistol, which naturally has unlimited ammo. The only time that there is even
a hint of a challenge is when the game throws 30 enemies at you at a time from 3 different directions, but even then, it's not
challenging so much as annoying. There is literally not a single enemy in the game that you can't kill with the pistol before they
get to you, and that is just sad. Is the whole point of the enemies to make it take longer to get to the next boss battle or
something?

Speaking of boss battles (and slight spoiler here), you are required to "kill" the alien queen 7 times. SEVEN. Kill her once, then
cutscene, then kill her again, then she escapes. Then on a later level, kill her once, then cutscene, then regular gameplay, then
she returns so kill her again, then cutscene, then more regular gameplay, then she returns AGAIN so kill her again, then
cutscene. Then on a LATER level, kill her, then cutscene, then kill her AGAIN, and she finally stays dead. If I hadn't been so
annoyed, I would have laughed at the ridiculousness. Oh don't worry though, she's never a challenge. Ever.

Voice acting is cheesy as ever, which isn't a big deal, but the stupid disembodied cackling from the main antagonist gets
INSANELY annoying, and goes on the entire game.

To be fair, I did actually manage to make it through this game (unlike the first 2), but that's only because I thought I should beat
at least one in the trilogy. Now I wish I had powered through the first one, and never touched 2 or 3. I REALLY wish I'd never
bought them in the first place, but whatever.
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I do not recommend these to anyone. While I understand others may not hate this game as much as I do, the fact is that there are
thousands of better games out there far more deserving of your time and money. Some of those better games
(ahemALIENSWARMahem) don't even require money.. In vino veritas. Actually, in truth, running a vineyard is quite fun albeit
challenging at the same time. Terroir is a stand out tycoon game, in my opinion. It offers a little something different in the sea
of all the other tycoon / management games out there. It forces you to focus only on one product, and focus you will - you must,
or risk the game over screen due to bankruptcy.

The game looks simple in design and visuals however, there’s actually a lot going on with the running of your vineyard.
Balancing vine and canopy growth can be quite difficult at times. Dealing with disease, rot, and pests are another challenge
that'll try your patience as you wait for harvest season and the dream of creating that perfect barrel of wine. Once you get the
basics down, after a few trial and error runs, you’ll get the hang of it. However, when you think you've figured it out, along
comes a drought or rainy season that'll put you on your toes working to save what little growth you can to make a seasonal profit.

In summary, Terroir is simple in visuals & concept, but can be very challenging. I think that concept makes it fun to play. I'm no
wine snob, so I can't speak on the accuracy of the wine profiles and such. Whisky’s more my thing - I'm hoping for the
development of game that focuses on stills, as well as brewing, etc. If you're a tycoon game and/or wine aficionado, give Terroir
a play to try your hand at being a vintner. Cheers, and as always - bottoms up!
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When they say "precision puzzle platformer" they mean it! Met the developers (lovely people!) and played the game at AVCon
and just had to go home with it. It hits a really good mix of brain-teaser puzzles and difficult platformer that results in incredible
satisfaction when I finish a level.. I haven't finished this game yet but so far I love the atmosphere and the sounds that fit
perfectly that made it spooky.
Love the jumpscares although the graphic could have been better.. At best, this is a good way to get rid of that steam giftcard
that's been burning a hole in your pocket. At worst, it's $5 you'll never get back for a game that's only fun for a few minutes
before the clunky UI and lack of variety make you wish you'd never heard of a furling. I'm in the second camp, as only a half an
hour made this game feel less like a true god game and more like a poorly contrived mobile RTS. 4\/10, because it does let me
light my enemies on fire.. Much like many of my NES favorites, this is a great side scrolling shooter.
Decent music, retro style graphics, and a decent challenge level. Tons of games in this genre, but this is one I will likely leave
installed. Excellent time waster, and currently a bonus gift in the recent Groupees game bundle.

Drop on the bundle and get Ether Vapor as well. Have some Shmupping fun!. An intense boss rush game where beating the boss
without getting hit adds an extra, tougher phase to the fight. Unlocking everything and getting the highest scores requires you
learn exactly how many i-frames you can squeeze out of everything.. The Amber Throne is simply awesome. Beautiful music
and visuals and great story. The skill and equipment system allows you to choose from a lot of different tactics to use and the
characters you play all have diverse fighting styles.

The "gamebraking" bugs some talk about are actually very easy to workaround: just save the game often. Only the autosaves are
sometimes broken so if you save every 5-10 minutes yourself you won´t encounter any major problems during the playthrough.

If the game looks even a bit like something you might like, I highly recommend it.
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